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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

One of the primary goals of the ARM Program is to 
provide data streams of reasonable quality for scientific 
research. Traditionally, data quality issues have been 
addressed within ARM by several groups, including 
instrument mentors, site scientists, site operators, value-
added product scientists, and ARM Science Team 
members. Maintaining data quality for a program with 
the size and complexity of ARM is a significant 
challenge.  

The ARM Data Quality Office (DQO) was 
established in July 2000 to help coordinate data quality 
efforts within the ARM Program. The DQO is 
responsible for ensuring that quality assurance results 
are communicated to data users as well as to the ARM 
Operations and Engineering Groups to facilitate 
improved instrument performance. To address these 
responsibilities, the DQO developed a Data Quality 
Processing Algorithm (DQPA) that automatically 
performs range checks as well as other user-defined 
checks on the data. The results of these checks are 
displayed in tables, which are available on a series of 
web pages (http://dq.arm.gov/). These tables have 
options to view static plots and to create plots 
interactively using a tool called NCVweb (Moore and 
Bottone, 2003). This comprehensive web package is 
known as the Data Quality Heath and Status (DQ 
HandS) system.  It provides access to complimentary 
databases within ARM that allow analysts to access 
metadata regarding instrument maintenance reports, 
calibration information, and instrument logs, and allows 
for problem reporting both to site operators and data 
users. In continued collaboration, instrument mentors, 
site scientists, and DQO scientists in particular use this 
package to inspect and assess data quality on a daily 
and weekly basis.  
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2. DATA QUALITY INSPECTION TOOLS 
 
2.1 Data Quality Processing Algorithm (DQPA) 
 

The DQPA includes a set of algorithms of varying 
sophistication that determine the percentage of data 
falling within specified quality tolerances.  The quality 
tolerances include simple measures such as minimum, 
maximum, and delta checks, and in some cases include 
higher order checks such as comparing measurements 
to model output, objective analysis, and cross-
instrument comparisons.  The results of these 
automated checks represent a first line of defense for 
our quality control efforts, and are displayed in color-
coded tables by day and by hour (see Figure 1 for an 
example of a color table by hour).  Green is indicated for 
an hour when all values for a measurement passed the 
automated checks.  Yellow appears when 75-nearly 
100% of the values pass the automated checks.  Red 
appears when more than 25% of the values fail a 
check(s).  Black is indicated when data values are 
physically missing from the data file, and gray is shown 
when a missing value code such as –9999 is indicated 
for a data value (may indicated missing data or a special 
circumstance).  
 

 
 
Figure 1.  Color-coded table of automated quality control 

check results for TWP-Darwin downwelling radiation 
measurements on 23 September 2002. 

 
When performing a “mouse-over” of a red or yellow 
color box (representing one hour for a particular 
measurement), a pop-up appears indicating which 
check was violated and what percentage of data 



 

 

violated the check (Figure 2).  A mouse-over of the 
measurement name will explain that measurement in 
plain English (Figure 3). 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but showing a pop-up of 
the Hour 7 yellow box for down_long_hemisp_shaded1 

(downwelling longwave hemispheric irradiance – 
shaded pyranometer).  The minimum flag (375 Wm-2) 
was violated by 23% of the values within that hour, 

specifically during Minutes 46-59. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.  Same as Figures 1 and 2, but showing a pop-

up of the description of “short_direct_normal” 
(shortwave direct normal irradiance, pyrheliometer). 

 
For most instruments, simple min/max checks are 

not adequate for assessing data quality. Sophisticated 
checks are currently in development to provide an 
additional layer of data quality beyond the simple range 
tests. These include internal consistency checks for a 
given instrument and external consistency checks 
between two or more instruments with comparable 
measurements. 

One example of an internal consistency check is 
the SERI QC flag system for the SIRS (Solar Infrared 
Radiation Station) platform developed by the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL, 1993). The SERI 
QC system examines different components of solar and 
terrestrial radiation to see if they are in good agreement 
with each other, in the context of the expected radiation 
budget. 

The surface objective analysis (OBAN) system 
currently under development is an example of an 
external consistency check for the various ARM 
platforms that measure surface meteorology variables 
such as temperature, pressure, and relative humidity. If 
an observation deviates by a certain amount from the 
background field, it is flagged as suspicious. The 
background field is calculated using a Barnes scheme 
that utilizes both ARM data and surface observations 
available from the National Weather Service. In addition 
to data quality flags, it is possible to generate plots 
based on the OBAN output (Figure 4).  
 

 
 

Figure 4: Example of an objective analysis plot for an 
EBBR (Energy Balance Bowen Ratio) station. The 
green line represents the expected value from the 

OBAN while the black line represents the observation. If 
the black line strays into the red area, it is deemed to 

have failed the OBAN test. Temperature, RH, and sea-
level pressure are shown on this plot. 

 
These more advanced automated checks should prove 
very useful, but in order to ultimately determine data 
quality, it is necessary to look at plots of the data itself, 
which are described below.  
 
2.2 Data Quality Diagnostic Plots 
 

Data quality diagnostic plots (Figure 5), produced 
automatically within DQ HandS when the data reach our 
file server, provide a tool for further inspecting problems 
identified initially by the automated checks.  These 
graphical displays plot key geophysical parameters and 
cross-instrument comparisons.  The plots are a 
necessary supplement to the automated flags, allowing 
the user to further identify problems indicated by the 
flags and other problems through visual inspection. 
 



 

 

 
 
Figure 5.  Plots of downwelling radiation components for 

TWP-Darwin on 23 September 2002 (direct normal - 
purple, diffuse - blue, global - black, and a derived 

global - gold). 
 
2.3 Interactive Plotting 
 

To manipulate particular data of interest, an 
interactive plotting tool called NCVweb was developed 
for use in DQ HandS by Mission Research Corporation.  
It allows a data quality analyst to visually pinpoint 
trouble spots to allow more informed problem reporting.  
It allows for scale and variable changes.  An example of 
a NCVweb plot is shown in Figure 6. Please also see 
P1.45 in the 19th Conference on IIPS (Moore and 
Bottone, 2003) 
 

 
 

Figure 6.  NCVweb plot for downwelling shortwave 
hemispheric irradiance during Hours 0-8 at TWP-Darwin 

on 23 September 2002. 
 
2.4 Supporting Information 
 

The ARM Program saves supporting metadata that 
is useful for data quality assessment activities.  Such 
information includes instrument maintenance data, 
engineering logs, and calibration results.  This 
information is vital for assessing data quality because it 
alerts the DQ analyst to activities that have been 
performed on the instruments by site operators or 
instrument mentors that may affect data quality.  An 
example of such information, as obtained from the SGP 

Operations Management Information System (OMIS), is 
shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
 

Figure 7.  Instrument maintenance log for the 
radiometer suite at the SGP-Lamont facility during 

September 2002. 
 
3. DATA QUALITY REPORTING TOOLS 
 
3.1 Data Quality Assessment Reports 
 

The first step in documenting data quality is the 
filing of a Data Quality Assessment Report (DQAR).  
The DQAR is a weekly, monthly, or periodic summary of 
instrument performance issued by the DQO, instrument 
mentors, or site scientists.  These reports provide first- 
level documentation used in subsequent reports to site 
operators and/or data users.  An example DQAR is 
shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8.  DQAR for 60-m tower at SGP-Lamont facility. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

3.2 Data Quality Problem Reports 
 

The second step in documenting data quality is to 
report instrument related problems to ARM site 
operations through submission of a web-based Data 
Quality Problem Report (DQPR).  The DQPR database 
in OMIS was developed as a tool to inform site 
operations and instrument mentors of instrument 
problems and to allow tracking of the problem status 
until it is resolved.  DQPR tracking involves the 
originator, the site scientist, the site operator, and the 
particular instrument mentor.  All have the opportunity to 
comment on the problem and suggest a possible fix.  
The site scientist manages the DQPR process.  The 
DQPR is reserved for problems that are deemed 
solvable within the scope of site operator abilities.  A 
sample DQPR is shown in Figure 9. 

For catastrophic problems or problems beyond the 
scope of site operator intervention, an ARM Problem 
Identification Form (PIF) is used to alert the ARM 
Problem Review Board, which meets weekly via 
teleconference.  The PRB goes over all open problems 
and assigns them to someone for solution.  Once a 
problem has been solved, a Corrective Action Report 
(CAR) is filed. 

The end result of both the DQPR and PIF 
processes is a Data Quality Report (DQR), described in 
the next section. 
 

 
 
Figure 9. DQPR for SGP-El Reno radiometer issues.  In 
this case, the DQPR was opened by the DQO analyst 
who inspected the data.  The SGP site maintenance 

manager has responded with a possible cause.  He has 
also scheduled a maintenance visit with a work order.  
Once the results of this maintenance visit are known, 

they will be entered into the DQPR form and if the 
problem was solved, the DQPR will be closed. 

 
 

3.3 ARM Data Quality Reports 
 

The final step in documenting data quality is an 
ARM Data Quality Report (DQR).  The DQR (Figure 10) 
is used to inform the data user about the quality of ARM 
data that she/he has ordered from the ARM Data 
Archive at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  All 
information from DQARs and DQPRs is contained within 
the DQR, which is delivered to data users along with 
their data file. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Problem Identification Form regarding a 
problem with the Micropulse Lidar at SGP-Lamont. 

 
4. FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
 

The DQ HandS system is providing an efficient way 
to diagnose and document DQ problems.  This method 
has improved instrument performance and has led to an 
overall enhancement in ARM data quality. DQ HandS is 
now available for all three CART sites. 

A next generation of data quality reporting tools is 
currently under development.  At present, the various 
reporting mechanisms such as DQAR, DQPR, and 
PIF/CAR/DQR are not related in a database sense, and 
it would be nice to be able to pass certain parameters 
from one report to another to minimize entry errors.  The 
Data Quality Reporter is being developed to coordinate 
all of these activities.  It is anticipated to be available in 
spring 2003.  It will be directly assessable from DQ 
HandS and as a stand-alone.  Figure 11 shows the logic 
of how we anticipate the DQ Reporter to work. 
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Figure 11.  Flow logic for the Data Quality Reporter. 


